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Abstract 
As technolo!g advances into nanometer territory, the antenna prob- 

lem has caused significant impact on routing tools. The antenna ef- 
fect is a phenomenon of plasma-induced gate oxide degradation caused 
by charge accumulation on conductors. It directly iniluences reliabil- 
ity, manufacturability and yield of V U 1  circuits, especially in deep 
submicron technology using high density plasma. Furthermore, the con- 
tinuous increase of the problem size of IC routing is also a great chal- 
lenge to existing routing algorithms. In h s  paper. we propose a novel 
framework for multilevel full-chip routing with antenna avoidance using 
built-in jumper insertion approach. Compared with the state-of-the-art 
multilevel muting, the experimental results show that our approach re- 
duced 100% antenna-violated gates and results in fewer wirelength, vias, 
and delay increase. 

problems. Shirota et al [71 proposed a router which combines a tradi- 
tional router with a modification of wires for reducing the antenna effect 
damage, using a r ipup and reroute method. But this method fixes the 
antenna after routing; It is not a built-in approach. The diode insertion 
method is also proposed to fix antenna problem [41. It is the simplest 
way to deal with antenna problems by forcing a discharge path. But 
in today’s high-density VLSl layouts, there is simply not enough room 
for “under-the-wire” diode insertion for all wires. Furthermore, it will 
cause congestion, add capacitance to the net, reduce room for ECO. and 
generate leakage power. Thus, people prefer a jumper-based solution to 
a diode-based solution. 

Routing complexity is also an important problem for modern routers. 
To cope with the increasing complexity, researchers have proposed mul- 
tilevel approaches to handle the problem [ I ,  3.61. 

1 Introduction 
Yield and reliability of VLSl circuit have always been an important 

item on the agenda of IC manufacturers. With the continuous and rapid 
increase in complexity of VLSI designs and fabrication technologies, 
manufacturing yield and product reliability is becoming one of the most 
important issues among the other existing ones, such as small die size, 
high speed, low power and so on [2]. The fine feature size of mod- 
em IC technologies is typically achieved by using plasma-based pro- 
cesses. As the technology enters the deepsubmicron era, more strin- 
gent process requirements cause some advanced high-density plasma 
reactors adopted in the production lines to achieve fine-line patterns. 
However. these plasma-based processes have a tendency to charge con- 
ducting components of a fabricated structure. The existing experimental 
evidence indicates that charging may affect the quality of the thin oxide. 
This is called the aiifeima effect (also called “plasma-induced gate oxide 
damage”). During metallization, chips are usually processed “from the 
bulk up”, each time adding an additional layer of interconnect. While 
the metal interconnect chip is being assembled, the interconnect of a 
net will consist of a number of disconnected pieces of floating metal. 
Long floating interconnects act as temporary capacitors to store charges 
gained from the energy provided during fabrication steps such as chem- 
ical mechanical polishing (CMP). A random discharge of the floating 
node due to subsequent process steps could permanently damage tran- 
sistors, rendering the IC useless [91. 

In order to reduce or prevent damage to the gate oxide from the 
plasma process, and thus to ensure reliability of VLSls, a circuit lay- 
out rule that considers the antenna effect (antenna rule) is employed. 
The conventional antenna rule restricts a maximum antenna size or an- 
tenna ratio allowed for circuit layout. Recent studies show that the dam- 
age, considering all plasma-based manufacturing operations, increases 
in proportion to both the area and the perimeter of the antennas [7]. 
These models provide a good guideline for router or physical layer EDA 
tools 10 help reduce damage from the antenna effect and get higher yield 
and reliability. 

Wang et al. [E] proposed a channel router which considers the an- 
tenna effect. They introduce a layer restriction to a conventional chan- 
ne1 router, which limits the maximum length of the wires with antenna 
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The multilevel framework h& attracted much attention in the liter- 
ature recently. It employs a two-stage technique: coarsening followed 
by uncoarsening. The coarsening stage iteratively groups a set of cir- 
cuit components (e.g., circuit nodes, cells, modules, routing tiles, etc.) 
based on a predefined cost metric. until the number of components be- 
ing considered falls below a certain threshold. Then, the uncoarsening 
stage iteratively ungroups a set of previously clustered circuit compo- 
nents and refines the solution by using a combinatorial optimization 
technique (e.g., simulated annealing, local refinement, etc). The mul- 
tilevel framework has been successfully applied to partitioning, Roor- 
planning, placement and routing in VLSl physical design. 

In this paper, we propose a multilevel router for reducing the an- 
tenna effect damage by built-in jumper insertion. The three main fea- 
lures of the proposed method are: ( I )  a bottom-up approach is used 
for jumper prediction; (2) a state-of-the-art multilevel routing frame- 
work [31 is adopted for run-time speedup and antenna fixing; (3) nets 
that failed to route or violate antenna rule are routed at the uncoarsening 
stage for better routing completion. Experimental results show that our 
algorithm is very efficient. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
the antenna effect damage. Section 3 presents our multilevel framework 
for reducing antenna effect damage. Experimental results are shown in 
Section 4. Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section 5,  as well as 
our goals for future work 

2 Antenna Effect Damage 
The mechanism of antenna damage is not fully understood, but there 

is experimental evidence indicating when a charging occurs and how it 
may affect the quality of gate oxide [9]. Charging occurs when conduc- 
tor layers not covered by a shielding layer of oxide are directly exposed 
to plasma The amount of such charging is proportional to this plasma- 
exposed area If the charged conductor layers are connected only to 
the gate oxide, Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling current will discharge 
through the thin oxide and cause damage to it 

Process antenna rules adhere to the design requirement that the to- 
tal charge accumulated on metal connected to a polysilicon gate dur- 
ing any stage of metalization cannot exceed a certain threshold, beyond 
which the excessive charge accumulation may permanently damage the 
gate. Let gate - strength(g, L) be the maximum length of a wire of 
minimum width on layer L that can be directly connected to the gate 
g without causing an antenna violation. The larger the values of gate- 
strength. the easier it is to fix the antenna violation. In 0.18-micron 
technology and above, gate-strength of IO00 microns and above is not 
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uncommon, and fixing by post-processing suffices. In 0.13-micron and 
below, however, the average and worst-case gate-strength’s are substan- 
tially reduced (about 20 w 100 microns [SI). When the worst-case 
gate-strength is merely a handful of cellrows, antenna fixing becomes 
very challeneine. 

re-route are performed to refine the routing solution. Then we proceed to 
the next level (level k - 1) of uncoarsening by dividing each tile to four 
finer tiles. The process continues up to level 0 when the final routing 
solution is obtained. 

I ~ ~ L i  

On the other hand, if the amount of charging collected by con- 3.1 
nected conductor layer patterns could be released through a low 

path, such as a previously formed diffusion layer At the beginning of the interconnect fabrication process. the receiver 
type terminals are in poly, and driver type terminals are in diffusion. (e.g., sourcddrain). it will not introduce the gate oxide damage. 

insertion is the Any incomplete interconnect segments connected to one or more re- 
ceivers forms the desirable antenna. The risk of gate oxide damage is 

a two.terminal net in which a is the proportional to the amount of charges collected by the antenna and in- 
versely proponional to the area Of 

of b is the sum of the length of segments 4, S. and 6, which may negative impact of antenna effects, the antenna area of each terminal has 
the to be minimized. Thus, it is natural to formulate the antenna area of a 
segment 5 (see F~~~~~ I(c), (d)). the approximate gate-suength o fd  is terminal as the interconnect length divided by the number of gates that 
just the sum of the length of segments 8, 9. and 10, which will not vi. spreads *om it. To minimize the total antenna area we can break signal 

Bottom-Up Optima] Jumper p&i&on 

popular way to the antenna prob. 
Suppose we have 

node (See Figure I(a), @)). In this case, the approximated gate.strength 

Let us show its usage in the following 
node and is the gate Oxide. In Order to reduce 

allowable gate.strength, If we add a jumper at the long 

Olate the minimum allowable gate-strength, And the sum of the length 
of segments 4,5, and 6. which will not cause damages to gates because 
they are Thus, if we add jumpers appropriately, the antenna 
problem can be easily solved. 

wires with antenna violation and routes to the highest levels by inserting 
ajum!Xr. This reduces the for violated nets durjng man- 
ufacturing. But each jumper needs at least two vias and will cause delay. 
Therefore. niven a netlist. we first use the minimum-radius minimum- 
cost spmniiig tree algonthm (IfRMCSIi propored in  131 to consmct d 
performmcc-dnven routing tree for each multi-pm net The MRMCST 
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can minimize its critical path and preserve minimum total wirelength at 
the same time. Then we decompose each net into 2-pin comeclions. 
with each connection corresponmng to an edge of the MRMCST. Each 
net to be connected is composed of a set of terminals, one of which is a 
driver and the others receivers. In 0 . 1 3 ~ .  the short gate-strength results 
in a dramatic increase in the number of jumpers that need to be added 
to the wire. Thus, it is very imponant to minimize antenna area and 
jumpers at the same time. 

In this paper, we proposed a bottom-up approach to predict the 
jumper positions by inserting a minimum number of jumpers. Given 
a net and a source, we first hang the net by using the source as root. 
Then we compute the position of the jumper by accumulating intercon- 
nect length from each terminal in bottom-up fasluon. To compute it, 
we have two possible scenarios as shown in Figure 4. Line 4 consid- 

- WwI 

WJ - *a2 - W W I  

- w  

Figure 1: (a) A two pin net. (b) The cross section view of (a). (c) A two pin 
net with jumper insertion. (d) The cross section view of (c). 

3 Multilevel Routing Framework 
Our multilevel muting algorithm is inspired by the work of [3]. As 

illustrated in Figure 2, Go corresponds to the routing graph of the level 
0 ofthe multilevel coarsening stage. Before the coarsening process, we 
first perform the optimal jumper prediction for every net. After that, we 
can indicate which two-pin nets are needed to insen jumpers by using 
minimum number of jumpers. Then, our congestion-driven global router 
first finds routing paths for the local ners (or local 2-pin connecrions) 
(those nets [connections] that entirely sit inside a tile) at each level. Af- 
ter the global routing is performed, we merge four adjacent tiles of GO 
into a larger tile and at the same time perform resource estimation for use 
at the next level (i.e.. level 1 here). Coarsening continues until the num- 
ber of riles at a level, say the k-th level. is  helow a given threshold. After 
coarsening, in order to break the cumulative length from the gates. we 
-first break in two those segments oftwo-pin nets that need jumpers, ifthe 
leneth of those seements exceeds the minimum allowable eak-strength. 

en whether &e cumulative length C(v) of desc&dants of the terminal 
v (e.g., c E l  d(ei)  in Figure 3(a), where d(e;) denotes the length be- 
tween the node v and the root of the i-th subtree and m denotes the 
number of subb-ees) is less than the allowable antenna area (Amax). 
Far this case, there are twn possible scenarios. First, if the sum of C ( u )  
and the length between U and its precedent w (i.e. u(e)) does not exceed 
the Amax, we accumulate the total length and the number ofgates to w 
for further computation. Second, if the sum of C ( v )  and the length be- 
tween v and its precedent w exceeds the Amax, we add a jumper at the 
position ne= v (see Figure 3@)). After that, if the remaining length con- 
necting to 1u also exceeds the Amax, we add a jumper at the position 
near w. Line 10 considers whether the cumulative length of descen- 
dants (C(u)) of the terminal li is greater than the allowable antenna area 
(Amax). For this case, we first rank the length of edge adjacent to U in 
increasing order. If the cumulative length exceeds the Amaz, we add a 
jumper at the edge near U (see Figure 3(c)). If we add a jumper at %e 
edge (U, w). then goto Line 4. The algorithm is summarized in Figure 4. 

Given a net with n nodes, the best case time complexity of our 
jumper-prediction algorithm is O(n) when the cumulative length of de- 
scendants for all nodes is less than the allowable antenna %ea (Step 4-9). 
And the worst case time complexity happens when the net topology is 
a star graph (all the nodes are connected to the source directly) and the 

If ihey h a e  nut &ceded the minimum allouablc gatc-&cngh. ihcn 
u e  ~r) to a w p  the remaning segments to the highest layer. Segment, 
assigned to the highest lryer have the same utility 3s jumper. If the high- 
est layer 15 loo congesicd. ne assign scgmcnts to the Iowcr l a y  and tix 
them by adding jumper, near the g3tc input uiing dislanrc-aumc ma?? 
routing after the track awgnmcnt phae.  Aftcr the 1a)cr assignment. a 
lr3ck awgnment ior fa\( routmg compleuun and mtenna avoidance IS 

perfiirmed tu assign straJght segments tu undcrlying routing rcruurccs. 
Aftcr that. XI antenna chcck process for e v c q  tcrmind I \  pformcd.  I f  
nets hsbe antennn \ lolatms. u c  identity them as faded nets ihai uill be 
routed at the uncoirscning brigc. Dunng uncomsening. the unrnuiable 
and antenna.\’lolatcd nets nrc conridcrcd. V u e  rouiing mnd np-up and 

CUmUhti\C length oidescendmlr fur 3 source is greater than ihe allow- 
nhlc antenna area (Step 10.26). Since the complexity is determined by 
Sorting. the \lorst c3se lime complexity i \  O(n log I!). 

B) thi, Jgonthm. we can predict U hlch edges 3rc nccdcd to insen 
Jumpers After that. a e  first b r e d  in tu0 those segment$ oftuo-pin ncis 
that nccd jumpers fur lrducing the nmouni of chagng.  if the length of 
those scgmcnis cxcccds the minimum allmvahle gate-strengih If they 
hn \c  not exceeded the minimum allou,nblc gatc-strength. lhcn u c  17 to 
nsign thc reinaining segments to thc highest layer for “longJumpcr\” If 
the highest Ir)cr 15 ICX) congested. u c  assi&n seemenis to h e  loucr Iqc r  
and f ix  thcm by adding Jumpers nc3r the gale input using dtstancc-aunrc 
maze r o u t q  after the track assignment phnse. 
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To-be-routed net Already-routed net 
(Jumper-needed) 

...................... Toke-muted net - - - - - - . 

Perlorn congestion-d 
panem routing lor local 
mnneeion and then estimate jumper-needed 
muting Congastion for the 
next IWd. the solution. 

Use maze routing lo 
remute tailed and 

connections and refine 

. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Break in two those segments 01 hwpin nets that need iumpers, if the length 01 them exceeds the minimum 

If they have not exceeded the minimum allowable gate-strength, then try to assign the remaining segments 

Perform track assignment lor long segments. and mute Shon segments by maze muter. 
Perform an antenna check process lor wew termiml. If nets have antenna violation, remuted them at the 

allowable gate-strength. 

to the highest layer. 

uncoarsening stage 

Figure 2: The multilevel framework flow. 

t" t" t" 

Figure 3: (a) The initial case before the jumper-prediction process (b) The 
case of E'", d ( e ; )  < Amaz, but E,"=, d ( e ; )  +U(.) > Amas, we add a 

jumper on u(e) then do SecondlumperCheck. (c) The case ofx;, d(e, )  > 
Amaz, we accumulate the length of edges adjacent to U in increasing order. I f  
the cumulative length exceeds the Amax, we add a jumper at the edge near U. 

3.2 Multilevel Routing with Antenna Avoidance 
After the jumper positions are predicted, our multilevel framework 

starts by coarsening the finest tiles of level 0. At each level, tiles are 
processed one by one, and only local nets (connections) are routed. At 
each level, a fast congestion-driven pattern routing [3] is used for global 
routing. 

After the global routing is completed, in order to break the cumu- 
lative lengtb from the gates, we first break in two those segments of 
two-pin nets that need jumpers, if the length of those segments exceeds 
lhe minimum allowable gate-strength. If they have not exceeded the 
minimum allowable gate-strength. then we try to assign the remaining 
segments to the highest layer. If the highest layer is t m  congested we 
assign segments to the lower layer and fix them by adding jumpers near 
the gate input using distance-aware maze routing after the back assign- 
ment phase. Then, an intermediate step of track assignment between 

coarsening and uncoarsening stages is used for fast routing completion 
and antenna avoidance. 

The track assigner works on a full row or column of the global cell 
array at a time. To simplify the track assignment problem, we only as- 
sign segments which span more than one complete global cell in a row 
or a column. (We handle short segments during detailed routing.) There- 
fore, these segments for track assignment are long and may violate the 
antenna rules. If the segments need jumpers after the jumper-prediction 
phase, we just add jumpers at the two end sides, floating the segments 
so that they won't cause damage to gates. Thus, track assignment is a 
suitable stage to address antenna avoidance. 

After the track assignment phase, the actual track position of a seg- 
ment is known. Thus, we can perform maze routing to complete the rout- 
ing. After that, we perform an antenna check for every terminal. Since 
the accumulated gate-strength is kept in every terminal, the antenna- 
check process can be performed quickly. An accurate damage function 
which considers all plasma-based manufacturing operations is adopted 
for the antenna check. If nets have antenna violations, we regard them 
as failed nets to be routed at the uncoarsening stage. The uncoarsening 
stage stans to refine each local failed net (connection), remaining fmm 
the coarsening stage that has not passed the antenna check. The global 
muter is now changed to the maze router. Also, a distance aware detailed 
maze routing is performed after the global maze routing. Uncoarsen- 
ing continues until the first level Go is reached and the final solution is 
found. 

4 Experimental Results 
We have implemented our multilevel system with antenna avoidance 

in the C++ language on a 1 GHz SUN Blade 2oW workstation with 1GB 
memory. See Table 1 for the benchmark circuits. The design rules for 
wirelvia widths and wirelvia separation for detailed routing are the same 
as those used in [3]. 

Table 1 describes the set of benchmark circuits. In the table, "Size" 
gives the layout dimensions, "#Layers" denotes the number of routing 
layers used, "#Nets" represents the number of two-pin connections after 
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Table 2 Resula of wirelength, vias, violated gates, run-time. and delay comparison. 

Algorithm : lumperF’redict(7) 
Input : MRMCST T and source s; 

Output : Jumper positions of T 
begin 
1 Pick unvisited w s.1. all descendants of w have been 

visited and let w as the precedent of v. 
2 for all node U. set C(w) = 0 and uisit(v) = 0 
3 whilew # s do 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 
10 
I I  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
end 

if (C(u)  < Amaz) 
if (C(u) + leng(u, w) > Amaz) 

JumperAdded(u, Up); 
SecondJumpefiheck(leng(v, w) - (Amaz 
-C(v ) ) )  

else 
AccumulateSegmentO; 

InsHeap(u, w,leng(v, w)); 
Uplumpe- 
while HeapSize # 0 

else 

AccLen=AccLen+PopHeap()+length; 
if (AccLen>Amax) 

if (PopHeap()+node # w) 
lumperAdded(u, Dn); 

else 
JumperAdded(u, Up); 
Uplumper= 1; 

Heapsize--; 
if(UpJumper== 1) 

SecondJumperCheck(leng(u, w )  - 1); 
else 

AccumulateSegment(); 
visit(v)=l : 

Figure 4: Algorithm fur Jumper Prediction 

net decomposition. “#Diffusions” represents the number of diffusions 
(drivers), and “#Gates” represents the number of receiver type terminals. 

Experimental results on wirelength, vias, run-time, violated gates, 
and delay are listed in Table 2, where “D,,,” represents the average 
net delay. To perform experiments on timing-driven routing, we used 
the same resistance and capacitance parameters as those used in [3] for 
comparison. A via is modeled as the ll-model circuit, with its resistance 
and capacitance being twice those of a wire segment. And as mentioned 
in [SI, we set Amaz to lOOpm in this experiment. Compared with [3], 
the experimental results show that OUT router reduced 100% antenna- 
violated gates and resulted in fewer increases in wirelength, vias, run- 
time, and delay. 

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework for multilevel 

full-chip routing with antenna avoidance using a built-in jumper inser- 
tion approach. The experimental results have shown that our algorithm 
is very efficient and effective. Our future work lies in multilevel routing 
considering other nanometer electrical effects. 
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